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Abstract
The framework of document spanners abstracts the task of information extraction from text as a
function that maps every document (a string) into a relation over the document’s spans (intervals
identified by their start and end indices). For instance, the regular spanners are the closure under
the Relational Algebra (RA) of the regular expressions with capture variables, and the expressive
power of the regular spanners is precisely captured by the class of vset-automata – a restricted class
of transducers that mark the endpoints of selected spans.
In this work, we embark on the investigation of document spanners that can annotate extractions
with auxiliary information such as confidence, support, and confidentiality measures. To this end,
we adopt the abstraction of provenance semirings by Green et al., where tuples of a relation are
annotated with the elements of a commutative semiring, and where the annotation propagates
through the (positive) RA operators via the semiring operators. Hence, the proposed spanner
extension, referred to as an annotator, maps every string into an annotated relation over the
spans. As a specific instantiation, we explore weighted vset-automata that, similarly to weighted
automata and transducers, attach semiring elements to transitions. We investigate key aspects
of expressiveness, such as the closure under the positive RA, and key aspects of computational
complexity, such as the enumeration of annotated answers and their ranked enumeration in the case
of numeric semirings. For a number of these problems, fundamental properties of the underlying
semiring, such as positivity, are crucial for establishing tractability.
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1 Introduction
A plethora of paradigms have been developed over the past decades towards the challenge of
extracting structured information from text – a task generally referred to as Information
Extraction (IE). Common textual sources include natural language from a variety of sources
such as scientific publications, customer input and social media, as well as machine-generated
activity logs. Instantiations of IE are central components in text analytics and include
tasks such as segmentation, named-entity recognition, relation extraction, and coreference
resolution [38]. Rules and rule systems have consistently been key components in such
paradigms, yet their roles have varied and evolved over time. Systems such as Xlog [42] and
SystemT [4] use IE rules for materializing relations inside relational query languages. Machine-
learning classifiers and probabilistic graphical models (e.g., Conditional Random Fields)
use rules for feature generation [24, 44]. Rules serve as weak constraints (later translated
into probabilistic graphical models) in Markov Logic Networks [32] and in the DeepDive
system [43]. Rules are also used for generating noisy training data (“labeling functions”) in
the Snorkel system [34].
The framework of document spanners (spanners for short) provides a theoretical basis
for investigating the principles of relational rule systems for IE [13]. Specifically, a spanner
extracts from a document a relation over text intervals, called spans, using either atomic
extractors or a relational query on top of the atomic extractors. More formally, by a document
we refer to a string d over a finite alphabet, a span of d represents a substring of d by its start
and end positions, and a spanner is a function that maps every document d into a relation
over the spans of d. The most studied spanner language is that of the regular spanners:
atomic extraction is via regex formulas, which are regular expressions with capture variables,
and relational manipulation is via the relational algebra: projection, natural join, union,
and difference. Equivalently, the regular spanners are the ones expressible as variable-set
automata (vset-automata for short), which are nondeterministic finite-state automata that
can open and close variables (playing the role of the attributes of the extracted relation).
Interestingly, there has been an independent recent effort to express artificial neural networks
for natural language processing by means of finite-state automata [26,27,47].
To date, the research on spanners has focused on their expressive power [13, 17, 31], their
computational complexity [2,3,15,18], incompleteness [25,30], and other system aspects such
as cleaning [14] and distributed query planning [8]. That research has exclusively adopted a
Boolean approach: a tuple is either extracted or not. Nevertheless, when applied to noisy or
fuzzy domains such as natural language, modern approaches in artificial intelligence adopt
a quantitative approach where each extracted tuple is associated with a level of confidence
that the tuple coincides with the intent. When used within an end-to-end IE system, such
confidence can be used as a principled way of tuning the balance between precision and
recall. For instance, in probabilistic IE models (e.g., CRF), each extraction has an associated
probability. In systems of weak constraints (e.g., MLN), every rule has a numerical weight,
and the confidence in an extraction is an aggregation of the weights of the invoked rules that
lead to the extraction. IE via artificial neural networks typically involves thresholding over a
produced score or confidence value [5,29]. Numerical scores in extraction are also used for
quantifying the similarity between associated substrings, as done with sequence alignment
and edit distance in the analysis of biological sequences such as DNA and RNA [45,46].
In this work, we embark on the investigation of spanners that quantify the extracted tuples.
We do so by adopting the concept of annotated relations from the framework of provenance
semirings by Green et al. [20]. In essence, every tuple of the database is annotated with an
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element of a commutative semiring, and the positive relational algebra manipulates both
the tuples and their annotations by translating relational operators into semiring operators
(e.g., product for natural join and sum for union). An annotated relation is referred to as a
K-relation, where K is the domain of the semiring. The conceptual extension of the spanner
model is straightforward: instead of a function (i.e., spanner) that maps every document d
into a relation over the spans of d, we consider a function that maps every d into a K-relation
over the spans of d. We refer to such a function as a K-annotator. Interestingly, as in the
relational case, we can vary the meaning of the annotation by varying the semiring:
Confidence via the probability (a.k.a. inside) semiring and the Viterbi (best derivation)
semiring [19];
Support (i.e., number of derivations) via the counting semiring [19];
Access control via the semiring of the confidentiality policies [16] (e.g., does the extracted
tuple require reading top-secret sections? which level suffices for the tuple?);
The traditional spanners via the Boolean semiring.
As a specific instantiation of K-annotators, we study the class of K-weighted vset-automata.
Such automata generalize vset-automata in the same manner as weighted automata and
weighted transducers (cf., e.g., the Handbook of Weighted Automata [10]): transitions are
weighted by semiring elements, the cost of a run is the product of the weights along the run,
and the weight (annotation) of a tuple is the sum of costs of all the runs that produce the
tuple. Again, there has been recent research that studies the connection between models of
artificial neural networks in natural language processing and weighted automata [39]. Our
investigation answers several fundamental questions about K-weighted vset-automata:
1. Is this class closed under the positive relational algebra (according to the semantics of
provenance semirings [20])?
2. What is the computational complexity of computing the annotation of a tuple?
3. Can we enumerate the annotated tuples as efficiently as we can do so for ordinary
vset-automata (i.e., regular document spanners)?
4. In cases of numerical semirings (i.e., when K is a set of numbers), what is the complexity
of enumerating the answers in ranked order by decreasing weight?
Our answers are mostly positive, put the last question aside, and show that K-weighted
vset-automata possess appropriate expressivity and tractability properties. As for the last
question, we show that ranked enumeration is intractable and inapproximable for some of
the aforementioned semirings (e.g., the probability and counting semirings), but tractable
for positively ordered and bipotent semirings, such as the Viterbi semiring. Due to space
constraints, we sometimes omit proofs or only provide a proof sketch.
2 Preliminaries
Our annotators will read documents and produce annotated relations [20], which are relations
in which each tuple is annotated with an element from a semiring. In this section we revisit
the basic definitions and properties of annotated relations.
Semirings
A semiring (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) is an algebraic structure consisting of a set K, containing two
distinguished elements: the zero element 0 and the unit element 1, and equipped with two
binary operations, namely addition ⊕ and multiplication ⊗ such that:
(K,⊕) is a commutative monoid with identity element 0;
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(K,⊗) is a monoid with identity element 1;
multiplication distributes over addition, i.e., (a⊕b)⊗c = (a⊗c)⊕ (b⊗c) and c⊗ (a⊕b) =
(c⊗ a)⊕ (c⊗ b);
0 is absorbing for ⊗, i.e., 0⊗ a = a⊗ 0 = 0.
A semiring is called commutative if (K,⊗) is commutative. We follow Green et al. [20]
and assume that a semiring is commutative if not stated otherwise. Furthermore, following
Eilenberg [11], a semiring is positive if the following conditions hold:
0 6= 1,
If a⊕ b = 0, then a = 0 = b.
If a⊗ b = 0, then a = 0 or b = 0.
An element a ∈ K is a zero divisor if a 6= 0 and there is an element b ∈ K with b 6= 0 and
a ⊗ b = 0. Furthermore, an element a ∈ K has an additive inverse, if there is an element
b ∈ K such that a⊕ b = 0. In the following, we will also identify a semiring by its domain K
if the rest is clear from the context. When we do this for numeric semirings such as R and N,
we always assume the usual addition and multiplication.
I Example 2.1. The following are examples for commutative semirings. It is easy to verify
that all but the numeric semirings and the Łukasiewcz semiring are positive.
1. The numeric semirings (R,+, ·, 0, 1) and (Z,+, ·, 0, 1);
2. The counting semiring (N,+, ·, 0, 1);
3. The Boolean semiring (B,∨,∧, false, true) where B = {true, false};
4. The probability semiring (R+,+, ·, 0, 1).1 Rabin [33] and Segala [40] define probabilistic
automata over this semiring, where all edge weights must be between 0 and 1 and the
sum of all edge weights starting some state, labeled by the same label must be 1;
5. The Viterbi semiring ([0, 1],max, ·, 0, 1) which is used in probabilistic parsing [9];
6. The access control semiring A = ({P < C < S < T < 0},min,max, 0, P ), where P is
“public”, C is “confidential”, S is “secret”, T is “top secret”, and 0 is “so secret that
nobody can access it” [16];
7. The tropical semiring (N ∪ {∞},min,+,∞, 0) where min stands for the binary minimum
function. This semiring is used in optimization problems of networks [9].
8. The Łukasiewcz semiring, whose domain is [0, 1], with addition given by x⊕y = max(x, y),
with multiplication x⊗ y = max(0, x+ y − 1), zero element 0, and unit 1. This semiring
is used in multivalued logics [9].
Complexity-wise, we assume that single semiring elements can be stored in a single
register and that addition and multiplication can be carried out in constant time – in similar
spirit as the standard assumption for Random Access Machines. We use this assumption to
simplify the analysis of algorithms.
2.1 Annotated Relations
We assume infinite and disjoint sets D and Vars, containing data values (or simply values)
and variables, respectively. Let V ⊆ Vars be a finite set of variables. A V -tuple is a function
t : V → D that assigns values to variables in V . The arity of t is the cardinality |V | of V . For
a subset X ⊆ Vars, we denote the restriction of t to the variables in X by tX. We denote
the set of all the V -tuples by V -Tup. We sometimes leave V implicit when the precise set is
1 One may expect the domain to be [0, 1], but this is difficult to obtain while maintaining the semiring
properties. For instance, defining a⊕ b as min{a + b, 1} would violate distributivity.
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not important. Let K be a set containing a distinguished element 0. A (K,D)-relation R over
V is a function R : V -Tup→ K such that its support defined by supp(R) def= {t | R(t) 6= 0} is
finite. The arity of a (K,D)-relation over V is |V |. When D is clear from the context or
irrelevant, we also use K-relations to refer to (K,D)-relations.
I Example 2.2. The bottom left table in Figure 1 shows an example (K,D)-relation, where
K is the Viterbi semiring. The variables are xpers and xloc, so the V -tuples are described in
the first two columns. The third column contains the element in K associated to each tuple.
Relational Algebra for Annotated Relations
Green et al. [20] defined a set of operators on (K,D)-relations that naturally correspond
to relational algebra operators and map K-relations to K-relations. Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be
a commutative semiring. The algebraic operators2 union, projection, and natural join are
defined in the usual way, for all finite sets V1, V2 ⊆ Vars and for all K-relations R1 over V1
and R2 over V2, as follows.
Union: If V1 = V2 then the union R
def= R1 ∪ R2 is a function R : V1-Tup → K defined
by R(t) def= R1(t)⊕R2(t). (Otherwise, the union is not defined.)
Projection: For X ⊆ V1, the projection R def= piXR1 is a function R : X-Tup → K
defined by
R(t) def=
⊕
t=t′X and R1(t′)6=0
R1(t′).
Natural Join: The natural join R def= R1 ./ R2 is a function R : (V1 ∪ V2)-Tup → K
defined by
R(t) def= R1(t1)⊗R2(t2)
where t1 and t2 are the restrictions tV1 and tV2, respectively.
Selection: If P is a selection predicate that maps each tuple in V1-Tup to either 0 or 1
then R def= σP(R1) is a function R : V1-Tup→ K defined by
R(t) def= R1(t)⊗P(t).
I Proposition 2.3. [20] The above operators preserve the finiteness of the supports and
therefore they map K-relations into K-relations.
Hence, we obtain an algebra on K-relations.
3 K-Annotators
We start by setting the basic terminology. We fix a finite alphabet Σ that is disjoint from
Vars. A document is a finite sequence d = σ1 · · ·σn where σi ∈ Σ for each i = 1, . . . , n. By
Docs we denote the set of all documents. A (k-ary) string relation is a subset of Docsk for
some k ∈ N.
2 As in much of the work on semirings in provenance, e.g. Green et al. [20], we do not yet consider the
difference operator (which would require additive inverses).
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C a r t e runionsq f r o m unionsq P l a i n s , unionsq G e o r g i a , unionsq W a s h i n g t o n unionsq f r o m unionsq W e s t m o r e l a n d , unionsq V i r g i n i a
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67
xpers xloc annotation
Carter Plains,unionsqGeorgia 0.9
Washington Westmoreland,unionsqVirginia 0.9
Carter Georgia,unionsqWashington 0.81
Carter Westmoreland,unionsqVirginia 0.59049
xpers xloc annotation
[1, 7〉 [13, 28〉 0.9
[30, 40〉 [46, 68〉 0.9
[1, 7〉 [21, 40〉 0.81
[1, 7〉 [46, 68〉 0.59049
Figure 1 A document (top), a (K,D)-relation (bottom left), and an extracted annotated span
relation (bottom right).
A span identifies a substring of a document d by specifying its bounding indices, that
is, a span of d is an expression of the form [i, j〉 where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n + 1. By d[i,j〉 we
denote the substring σi · · ·σj−1. In case i = j it holds that d[i,j〉 is the empty string, which
we denote by ε. We denote by Spans(d) the set of all possible spans of a document d and
by Spans the set of all possible spans of all possible documents. Since we will be working
with relations over spans, we assume that D is such that Spans ⊆ D. A (K,d)-relation over
V ⊆ Vars is defined analogously to a (K,D)-relation over V but only uses V -tuples with
values from Spans(d).
I Definition 3.1. Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be a semiring. A K-annotator (or annotator for short),
is a function S that is associated with a finite set V ⊆ Vars of variables and maps documents
d into (K,d)-relations over V . We denote V by Vars(S). We sometimes also refer to an
annotator as an annotator over (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) when we want to emphasize the semiring.
Notice that B-annotators, i.e., annotators over (B,∨,∧, false, true) are simply the document
spanners as defined by Fagin et al. [13].
I Example 3.2. We provide an example document d in Figure 1 (top). The table at the
bottom right depicts a possible (K,d)-relation obtained by a spanner that extracts (person,
hometown) pairs from d. Notice that for each span [i, j〉 occurring in this table, the string
d[i,j〉 can be found in the table to the left.
In this naïve example, which is just to illustrate the definitions, we used the Viterbi
semiring and annotated each tuple with (0.9)k, where k is the number of words between the
spans associated to xpers and xloc. The annotations can therefore be interpreted as confidence
scores.
Relational Algebra for K-Annotators
We now lift the relational algebra operators on K-relations to the level of K-annotators. For
all documents d and for all annotators S1 and S2 associated with V1 and V2, respectively,
we define the following:
Union: If V1 = V2 then the union S
def= S1 ∪ S2 is defined by S(d) def= S1(d) ∪ S2(d).3
Projection: For X ⊆ V1, the projection S def= piXS1 is defined by S(d) def= piXS1(d).
Natural Join: The natural join S def= S1 ./ S2 is defined by S(d)
def= S1(d) ./ S2(d).
3 Here, ∪ stands for the union of two K-relations as was defined previously. The same is valid also for
the other operators.
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String selection: Let R be a k-ary string relation. The string-selection operator σR
is parametrized by k variables x1, . . . , xk in V1 and may be written as σRx1,...,xk . Then
the annotator S def= σRx1,...,xkS1 is defined as S(d)
def= σP(S1(d)) where P is a selection
predicate with P(t) = 1 if (dt(x1), . . . ,dt(xk)) ∈ R; and P(t) = 0 otherwise.
Due to Proposition 2.3 it follows that the above operators form an algebra on K-annotators.
4 Weighted Variable-Set Automata
In this section, we define the concept of a weighted vset-automaton as a formalism to represent
K-annotators. This formalism is the natural generalization of vset-automata [13] and weighted
automata [10]. Later in this section, we also present a formalism that is based on parametric
factors, and a specification can be translated into a weighted vset-automaton (Section 4.1).
Let V ∈ Vars be a finite set of variables. Furthermore, let ΓV = {v`,av | v ∈ V } be
the set of variable operations.4 Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be a semiring. A weighted variable-set
automaton over semiring K (alternatively, a weighted vset automaton or a K-weighted vset-
automaton) is a tuple A def= (V,Q, I, F, δ) where V ⊆ Vars is a finite set of variables; Q is a
finite set of states; I : Q→ K is the initial weight function; F : Q→ K is the final weight
function; and δ : Q× (Σ ∪ {ε} ∪ ΓV )×Q→ K is a (K-weighted) transition function.
We define the transitions of A as the set of triples (p, o, q) with δ(p, o, q) 6= 0. Likewise,
the initial (resp., accepting) states are those states q with I(q) 6= 0 (resp., F (q) 6= 0). A run
ρ of A over a document d def= d1 · · · dn is a sequence
(q0, i0)
o1→ · · · (qm−1, im−1) om−1→ (qm, im)
where
i0 = 1, im = n+ 1, and ij ∈ {1, . . . , n} for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1};
each oj is in Σ ∪ {ε} ∪ ΓV ;
ij+1 = ij whenever oj ∈ {ε} ∪ ΓV and ij+1 = ij + 1, otherwise;
δ(qj , oj , qj+1) 6= 0 for all j ≥ 0.
The weight of a run is obtained by ⊗-multiplying the weights of its constituent transitions.
Formally, the weight wρ of ρ is an element in K given by the expression
I(q0)⊗ δ(q0, o1, q1)⊗ · · · ⊗ δ(qm−1, om−1, qm)⊗ F (qm) .
We call ρ nonzero if wρ 6= 0. Notice that ρ is nonzero only if q0 and qm are initial and final,
respectively. A run is called valid if for every variable v ∈ V the following hold: there is
exactly one index i for which oi = v` and exactly one index j ≥ i for which oj = av.
For a nonzero and valid run ρ, we define tρ as the V -tuple that maps each variable
v ∈ V to the span [ij , ij′〉 where oij = v` and oij′ = av. We denote the set of all valid and
nonzero runs of A on d by P (A,d). We naturally extend the notion of functionality to apply
also to general (not necessarily Boolean) weighted vset-automata. A weighted functional
vset-automaton is a weighted vset-automaton whose runs are all valid.5
Notice that there may be infinitely many nonzero and valid runs of a weighted vset-
automaton on a given document, due to ε-cycles, which are sets of states {q1, . . . , qk} such
that (qi, ε, qi+1) is a transition for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. Similar to much of the standard
4 The operation v` represents opening variable v and av represents closing v.
5 Notice that, while our notion of functionality indeed generalizes the notion on B-weighted vset-automata
[13], one needs positivity of K to ensure that a functional automaton has an output tuple for every valid
run.
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q0
q1
q2 q3 q4 q5
q6
q7 q8 q9
q10
1
Σ′; 1 unionsq; 1
Σ′; 1
xpers`; 1
Pers; 1 axpers; 1
unionsq; 1
Σ′; 1 unionsq; 0.9
Σ′; 1
xloc`; 1
Loc; 1
axloc; 1
unionsq; 1
Σ; 1 1
1
Figure 2 An example weighted vset-automaton over the Viterbi semiring with initial state q0
and two final states q9, q10. Σ′ = Σ \ {unionsq}, Pers and Loc are sub-automata matching person and
location names respectively. All edges, including the edges of the sub-automata, have the weight 1
besides the transition from q6 to q5 with weight 0.9.
literature on weighted automata (see, e.g., [12]) we will assume that weighted vset-automata
do not have ε-cycles, unless mentioned otherwise. The reason for this restriction is that
automata with such cycles need K to be closed under infinite sums for their semantics to be
well-defined.6
As such, if A does not have ε-cycles, then the result of applying A on a document d,
denoted JAKK(d), is the (K,d)-relation R for which
R(t) def=
⊕
ρ∈P (A,d) and t=tρ
wρ.
Note that we only use runs ρ that are valid and nonzero here. Observe that if t is a V ′-tuple
with V ′ 6= V then R(t) = 0. In addition, JAKK is well defined since every V -tuple in the
support of JAKK(d) is a V -tuple over Spans(d). The size |A| of a weighted vset-automaton
A is its number of states plus its number of transitions.
We say that a K-annotator S is regular if there exists a weighted vset-automaton A
such that S = JAKK. Similar to our terminology on annotators, we use the term B-weighted
vset-automata to refer to the “classical” vset-automata of Fagin et al. [13], which are indeed
weighted vset-automata over the Boolean semiring.
I Example 4.1. Figure 2 shows an example weighted vset-automaton over the Viterbi
semiring, which is intended to extract (person, hometown)-tuples from a document. Here,
“Pers” and “Loc” should be interpreted as sub-automata that test if a string could be a
person name or a location. (Such automata can be compiled from publicly available regular
expressions7 and from deterministic rules and dictionaries as illustrated in SystemT [4].)
The relation extracted by this automaton from the document in Figure 1 is exactly the
annotated span relation of the same figure. The weight of a tuple t depends on the number
of spaces occurring between the span captured by xpers and the span captured by xloc. More
specifically the automaton assigns the weight (0.9)k to each tuple, where k is the number of
words between the two variables.
4.1 Annotators via Parametric Factors
We now describe another way of introducing weights (or softness) in document spanners.
This section can also be seen as an additional motivation for K-annotators. Indeed, we
will show that, if softness is introduced in document spanners [13] (i.e., B-annotators) in
6 The semirings need to fulfill additional properties as well such as distributivity, commutativity and
associativity must also hold for infinite sums. Such semirings are called complete [28].
7 For example, http://regexlib.com/.
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the standard manner that we recall here, the resulting annotators can be captured in our
framework.
Softness can be introduced in document spanners via the concept of parametric factors,
which is a very common concept that is used in a wide range of contexts. Examples are
the soft keys of Jha et al. [21], the PrDB model of Sen et al. [41], the probabilistic unclean
databases of De Sa et al. [36] which can be viewed as a special case of the Markov Logic
Network (MLN) [35]. Intuitively, a parametric factor is a succinct expression of numerical
factors of a probability via weighted rules: whenever the rule fires, a corresponding factor
(determined by the weight) is added to the product that constitutes the probability. What
we want to show in this section is that, if one has rules that involve B-annotators, and one
adds uncertainty or softness to these rules in this standard way – using parametric factors –
then the obtained formalism naturally leads to K-annotators.
Next, we give the precise definition of a soft spanner and show that, when the factors are
regular, a soft spanner can be translated into a weighted vset-automaton.
Formally, a soft spanner is a triple Q = (P,S, w), where:
P is a document spanner, i.e., a B-annotator,
S is a finite set of document spanners referred to as the factor spanners, and
w : S → R assigns a (positive or negative) numerical value to each factor spanner.
Given a document d, the soft spanner Q assigns to each t ∈ P (d) a probability as follows:
Qˆ(d, t) def= exp
∑
S∈S
∑
u∈{t}onS(d)
w(S)
 = ∏
S∈S
ew(S)·|{t}onS(d)| ,
Q(d, t) def= Qˆ(d, t)/Z(d),
where Z(d) is a normalization factor (or the partition function) defined in the usual way:
Z(d) =
∑
t∈P (d)
Qˆ(d, t)
Note that {t} on S(d) is the join of the relation S(d) with the relation that consists of the
single tuple t. Hence, |{t} on S(d)| is the number of tuples t′ ∈ S(d) that are compatible
(joinable) with t, that is, t(x) = t′(x) whenever x is in the domain of both t and t′.
I Example 4.2. The same relation as discussed in Example 4.1 can also be extracted
using a soft spanner Q = (P, {S}, w). To this end, P is a boolean spanner extracting
(person, hometown)-tuples; S is the spanner, extracting (xpers, y, xloc)-triples of words, where
y matches a word between xpers and xloc; and the weight function w is the function assigning
w(S) = log(0.9). Note that S simply extracts words and does not test whether the words
matched by xpers or xloc correspond to a person or location.
We therefore see that K-annotators can also be defined by applying the standard technique
of parametric factors to document spanners. In fact, as we will see next, soft spanners can be
compiled into weighted vset-automata, which serves as an additional motivation for weighted
vset-automata. To prove the result, we use closure properties of weighted vset-automata that
we will obtain further in the paper (so the proof can be seen as a motivation for the closure-
and computational properties of weighted vset-automata as well).
For the following result, we say that a K-weighted vset-automaton A is unambiguous
if, for every document d and every tuple t ∈ JAKK(d), there exists exactly one valid and
nonzero run ρ of A on d such that t = tρ.
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I Theorem 4.3. Let Q = (P,S, w) be a soft spanner such that P and every S ∈ S is regular.
There exists an R-weighted vset-automaton A such that JAKR(d)(t) = log(Qˆ(d, t)) for all
documents d and tuples t; Moreover, if the spanners of Q are represented as unambiguous
functional vset-automata, then A can be constructed in polynomial time in the size of Q.
Proof sketch. Let Pu be an unambiguous version of P , interpreted as an R-weighted vset-
automaton where true is associated with 1 and false with 0 and let VP be the variables of P .
Let Su be an unambiguous version of S. From Su we compute a weighted vset-automaton
Swu by interpreting it as an R-weighted vset-automaton and assigning to each accepting state
q of Su the weight F (q) = w(S). Then the automaton we need for computing log(Qˆ(d, t)) is
A =
⋃
S∈S
piVP (Pu ./ Swu ) .
We show correctness, i.e., log(Qˆ(d, t)) = JAKR(d)(t). Due to Pu and Swu being unambiguous,
it follows directly that Pu ./ Swu has exactly one accepting run with weight w(S) for
every tuple t ∈ JPu ./ Swu KR(d). Per definition of union and projection, it follows thatJAKR(d)(t) = ∑S∈S∑u∈{t}onS(d) w(S) = log(Qˆ(d, t)). As we will obtain in Theorem 5.5,
automaton A can be represented as an R-weighted vset-automaton and can be constructed
in PTIME, which concludes the proof. J
5 Fundamental Properties
We now study fundamental properties of annotators. Specifically, we will show that regular
annotators are closed under union, projection, and join. Furthermore, annotators over positive
semirings are closed under exactly the same string relations as document spanners. We begin
the section by showing that every regular K-annotator can be transformed into an equivalent
functional regular K-annotator without ε-transitions. We say that two vset-automata A and
A′ are equivalent if JAKK = JA′KK.
I Proposition 5.1. For every weighted vset-automaton A there is an equivalent weighted
vset-automaton A′ that has no ε-transitions. This automaton A′ can be constructed from A
in PTIME. Furthermore, A is functional if and only if A′ is functional.
Notice that non-functional vset-automata can be inconvenient to work with, since some
of their nonzero runs are not valid and therefore do not contribute to the weight of a tuple.
It is therefore desirable to be able to automatically convert weighted vset-automata into
functional weighted vset-automata.
I Proposition 5.2. Let A be a weighted vset-automaton. Then there is a functional weighted
vset-automaton Afun that is equivalent to A. If A has n states and uses k variables, then
Afun can be constructed in time polynomial in n and exponential in k.
The exponential blow-up in Proposition 5.2 cannot be avoided, since Freydenberger [17,
Proposition 3.9] showed that there is a vset-automaton A (over B) with one state and
k variables, such that every equivalent functional vset-automaton has at least 3k states.
Functionality of vset-automata can be checked efficiently, as we have the following result.
I Proposition 5.3. Given a weighted vset-automaton A with m transitions and k variables,
it can be decided whether A is functional in time O(km).
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I Observation 5.4 ((Similar to Freydenberger et al. [18])). Let A def= (V,Q, I, F, δ) be a
K-weighted functional vset-automaton. Then there exists a function C : Q× V 7→ {w, o, c}
that maps every state to its variable configuration, i.e., C(q, x) ∈ {w, o, c} depending on
whether x is waiting, open, or closed in state q. More formally, the function
C(q, v) =

w there is a nonzero run where v` does not occur before reaching q,
o there is a nonzero run where v` but not av occur before reaching q,
c there is a nonzero run where v` and av occur before reaching q.
is well-defined. Indeed, if C would not be well-defined, then two conflicting runs would
contradict the functionality of A.
5.1 Closure Under Join, Union, and Projection
Here we obtain the following result.
I Theorem 5.5. Regular annotators are closed under union, projection, and natural join.
Whereas union and projection are fairly standard, the case of join needs some care in
the case that the two automata A1 and A2 process variable operations in different orders.
(I.e., if A1 processes x` y` a ay ax and A2 processes y`x` a ax ay, then these two different
sequences produce the same result. The automata construction has to deal with this.) One
can also show that, if the annotators are given as functional weighted vset-automata, then
the construction for a single union, projection, and join can be done in polynomial time.
Furthermore, the constructions preserve functionality.
5.2 Closure under String Selection
A k-ary string relation is recognizable if it is a finite union of Cartesian products of regular
string languages [37]. Let REGK be the set of regular K-annotators. We say that a k-ary
string relation R is selectable by regular K-annotators if the following equivalence holds:
REGK = {σRx1,...,xk(S) | S ∈ REGK and xi ∈ Vars(S) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ,
that is, the class of K-annotators is closed under selection using R. If K = B, we say that R is
selectable by document spanners. Fagin et al. [13] proved that a string relation is recognizable
if and only if it is selectable by document spanners. Here, we generalize this result in the
context of weights and annotation. Indeed, it turns out that the equivalence is maintained
for all positive semirings.
I Theorem 5.6. Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be a positive semiring and R be a string relation. The
following are equivalent:
(1) R is recognizable.
(2) R is selectable by document spanners.
(3) R is selectable by K-annotators.
Proof sketch. The equivalence between (1) and (2) is known [13, Theorem 4.16]. The proof
(2) ⇒ (3) is heavily based on the closure properties from Theorem 5.5 and does not use
positivity of the semiring. For (3) ⇒ (2) we use semiring morphisms to turn K-weighted
vset-automata into B-weighted vset-automata and need positivity of the semiring. J
Since the implication from (2) to (3) does not assume positivity of the semiring, it raises
the question if the equivalence can be generalized even further. One can show that this is
indeed the case, such as for the Łukasiewicz semiring, which is not positive.
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6 Evaluation Problems
We consider two types of evaluation problems in this section: answer testing and best weight
evaluation. The former is given an annotator, document d, and tuple t; and computes the
annotation of t in d according to the annotator. The latter does not receive the tuple as
input, but recieves a weight threshold and is asked whether there exists a tuple that is
returned with a weight that is at least the threshold.
6.1 Answer Testing
It follows from Freydenberger [17, Lemma 3.1] that answer testing is NP-complete for
B-weighted vset-automata in general. Indeed, he showed that, given a B-weighted vset-
automaton A, it is NP-complete to check if A returns any output on the empty document ε,
so it is even NP-complete to check if the tuple of empty spans is returned or not. However,
the proof makes extensive use of non-functionality of the automaton. Indeed, we can prove
that answer testing is tractable for functional weighted vset-automata.
I Theorem 6.1. Given a functional weighted vset-automaton A, a document d, and a tuple
t, the weight JAKK(d)(t) assigned to t by A on d can be computed in PTIME.
Proof sketch. Let A, d, and t be as stated. Per definition, the weight assigned to t by A is
JAKK(d)(t) def= ⊕
ρ∈P (A,d) and t=tρ
wρ.
Therefore, in order to compute the weight JAKK(d)(t), we need to consider the weights of all
runs ρ for which t = tρ. Furthermore, multiple runs can select the same tuple t but assign
variables in a different order.8
We first define an automaton At, such that JAtKK(d)(t′) = 1 if t = t′ and JAtKK(d)(t′) = 0
otherwise. Such an automaton At can be defined using a chain of |d|+ 2|V |+ 1 states, which
checks that the input document is d and which has exactly one nonzero run ρ, with wρ = 1
and tρ = t.
By Theorem 5.5 there is a weighted vset-automaton A′ such that JA′KK = JA ./ AtKK. It
follows directly from the definition of A′ that JAKK(d)(t) = JA′KK(d)(t). Furthermore, all
accepting runs ρ ∈ P (A′,d) have length |d|+ 2|V |. Therefore, the weight JA′KK(d)(t) can be
obtained by taking the sum of the weights of all accepting runs of A′. If we assume w.l.o.g.
that the states of A′ are {1, . . . , n} for some n ∈ N, then this sum can be computed as
JA′KK(d)(t) = vI × (Mδ)|d|+2|V | × (vF )T ,
where
vI is the vector (I(1), . . . , I(n)),
Mδ is the n× n matrix with Mδ(i, j) =
⊕
a∈Σ δ(i, a, j), and
(vF )T is the transpose of vector vF = (F (1), . . . , F (n)).
Since n is polynomial in the input, this product can be computed in polynomial time. J
8 This may happen when variable operations occur consecutively, i.e., without reading a symbol in
between.
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6.2 Best Weight Evaluation
In many semirings, the domain is naturally ordered by some relation. For instance, the
domain of the probability semiring is R+, which is ordered by the ≤-relation. This motivates
evaluation problems where we are interested in some kind of optimization of the weight,
which we will look into in this section.
I Definition 6.2 ((Dorste and Kuich [9])). A commutative monoid (K,⊕, 0) is ordered if
it is equipped with a partial order 6 preserved by the ⊕ operation. An ordered monoid is
positively ordered if 0 6 a for all a ∈ K. A semiring (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) is (positively) ordered if
the additive monoid is (positively) ordered and multiplication with elements 0 6 a preserves
the order.
We consider the following two problems.
Threshold
Given: Regular annotator A over an ordered semiring, document d ∈ Docs,
and a weight w ∈ K.
Question: Is there a tuple t with w 6 JAKK(d)(t)?
MaxTuple
Given: Regular annotator A over an ordered semiring and a document d ∈ Docs.
Task: Compute a tuple with maximal weight, if it exists.
Notice that, if MaxTuple is efficiently solvable, then so is Threshold. We therefore
prove upper bounds for MaxTuple and lower bounds for Threshold. The Threshold
problem is sometimes also called the emptiness problem in the weighted automata literature.
It turns out that, for positively ordered semirings that are bipotent (that is, a⊕ b ∈ {a, b}),
both problems are tractable.
I Theorem 6.3. Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be a positively ordered, bipotent semiring. Furthermore,
let A be a functional K-weighted vset-automaton and let d ∈ Docs be a document. Then
MaxTuple for A and d can be solved in PTIME.
Proof sketch. Since a ⊕ b ∈ {a, b} for every a, b ∈ K, the weight of a tuple t ∈ JAKK(d) is
always equal to the weight of one of the accepting runs ρ with t = tρ. Thus in order to find
the tuple with maximal weight, we need to find the run of A on d with maximal weight.
This boils down to finding a maximal weight path in a DAG, which is obtained by taking a
“product” between A and d. J
If the semiring is not bipotent, however, the Threshold and MaxTuple problems
become intractable quickly.
I Theorem 6.4. Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be a semiring such that ⊕mi=1 1 is strictly monotonously
increasing for increasing values of m. Futhermore let A be a functional K-weighted vset-
automaton, let d ∈ Docs be a document, and k ∈ K be a weight threshold. Then Threshold
for such inputs is NP-complete.
Proof sketch. It is obvious that Threshold is in NP, as one can guess a tuple t and and
test in PTIME whether w 6 JAKK(d)(t) using Theorem 6.1.
For the NP-hardness, we will reduce from MAX-3SAT. To this end, let ψ = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm
be a boolean formula in 3CNF over variables x1, . . . , xn such that each clause Ci = (`i,1∨`i,2∨
`i,3) is a disjunction of exactly three literals `i,j ∈ {xc,¬xc | 1 ≤ c ≤ n}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
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q1,11,1 q
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1,1
q1,31,1
q1,41,1
q1,51,1
x1` ax1
a ax1
x1
q1,21,2
q1,31,2
q1,41,2
q1,51,2
x2` ax2
a ax2
x2
q1,21,3
q1,31,3
q1,41,3
q1,51,3
x3` ax3
a
a
ax3
x3 ∨ ¬x3
q1,21,4
q1,31,4
q1,41,4
q1,51,4
x4` ax4 a
ax4
¬x4
Figure 3 The sub-branch of Aψ corresponding to C1 and x1 = x2 = 1, x4 = 0.
x` ax
a
a
ax
x` ax a
ax
x` ax
a ax
Figure 4 Example gadgets for variable x.
W.l.o.g., we can assume that no clause has two literals corresponding to the same variable.
Observe that for each clause Ci there are 23 = 8 assignments of the variables corresponding to
the literals of Ci of which exactly 7 satisfy the clause Ci. Formally, let fCi be the function that
maps a variable assignment τ to a number between 1 and 8, depending on the assignments
of the literals of the clause Ci. W.l.o.g., we can assume that fCi(τ) = 8 iff Ci is not satisfied
by τ .
We will define a functional weighted automaton automaton Aψ over the unary alphabet
Σ = {a} such that JAψKK(an)(t) =⊕mi=1 1 if and only if the assignment corresponding to t
satisfies exactly m clauses in ψ and JAψKK(d) = ∅ if d 6= an.
To this end, each variable xi of ψ is associated with a corresponding capture variable xi
of Aψ. We associate a tuple tτ with every assignment τ such that
tτ (xi) =
{
[i, i〉 if τ(xi) = 0, and
[i, i+ 1〉 if τ(xi) = 1.
The automaton Aψ
def= (V,Q, I, F, δ) consists of m disjoint branches, where each branch
corresponds to a clause of ψ; we call these clause branches. Each clause branch is divided into
7 sub-branches, such that a path in the sub-branch j corresponds to a variable assignment τ
if fCi(τ) = j. Thus, each clause branch has exactly one run ρ with weight 1 for each tuple
tτ associated to a satisfying assignment τ of Ci.
More formally, the set of states Q = {qa,bi,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ a ≤ 7, 1 ≤ b ≤ 5}
contains 5n states for every of the 7 sub-branches of each clause branch. Intuitively, Aψ has
a gadget, consisting of 5 states, for each variable and each of the 7 satisfying assignments of
each clause. Figure 4 depicts the three types of gadgets we use here. Note that the weights
of the drawn edges are all 1. We use the left gadget if x does not occur in the relevant clause
and the middle (resp., right) gadget if the literal ¬x (resp., x) occurs. Furthermore, within
the same sub-branch of Aψ, the last state of each gadget is the same state as the start state
of the next variable, i.e., qa,5i,j = q
a,1
i,j+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j < n, 1 ≤ a ≤ 7.
We illustrate the crucial part of the construction on an example. Let ψ = (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨
x4)∧ (x2 ∨x3 ∨x4). The corresponding weighted vset-automaton Aψ therefore has 14 = 2× 7
disjoint branches. Figure 3 depicts the sub-branch for clause C1 that corresponds to all
assignments with x1 = x2 = 1 and x4 = 0. J
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We note that Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.4 give us tight bounds for all semirings we
defined in Example 2.1.
Since MAX-3SAT is hard to approximate, we can turn Theorem 6.4 into an even stronger
inapproximability result for semirings where approximation makes sense. To this end, we
focus on semirings that contain (N,+, ·, 0, 1) (as a sub-semiring) in the following result.
I Theorem 6.5. Let K be a semiring that contains (N,+, ·, 0, 1) and let A be a weighted
vset-automaton over K. Unless PTIME = NP, there is no algorithm that approximates the
tuple with the best weight within a sub-exponential factor in PTIME.
7 Enumeration Problems
In this section we consider computing the output of annotators from the perspective of
enumeration problems, where we try to enumerate all tuples with nonzero weight, possibly
from large to small. Such problems are highly relevant for (variants of) vset-automata, as
witnessed by the recent literature on the topic [2,15]. We assume familiarity with terminology
in enumeration algorithms such as preprocessing time and delay. If the order of the answers
does not matter and the semiring is positive, we can guarantee a constant delay enumeration
algorithm with linear preprocessing time.
I Theorem 7.1. Given a weighted functional vset-automaton A over a positive semiring K,
and a document d, the K-Relation JAKK(d) can be enumerated with preprocessing linear in
|d| and polynomial in |A| and delay constant in |d| and polynomial in |A|.
Note that the proof of the theorem essentially requires to go through the entire proof of the
main result of Amarilli et al. [2, Theorem 1.1].
We now consider cases in which answers are required to arrive in a certain ordering.
Ranked Annotator Enumeration (RA-Enum)
Given: Regular functional annotator A over an ordered semiring
(K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) and a document d.
Task: Enumerate all tuples t ∈ JAKK(d) in descending order on K.
I Theorem 7.2. Let (K,⊕,⊗, 0, 1) be an positively ordered, bipotent semiring, let A be a
functional K-weighted vset-automaton, and let d ∈ Docs be a document. Then RA-Enum
can be solved with polynomial delay and preprocessing.
Proof sketch. Our algorithm is a slight adaptation of Yen’s algorithm [48]. To this end, we
will use the DAG we defined in the proof of Theorem 6.3, but invest a bit more preprocessing.
In particular, we change the DAG so that it has a one-to-one correspondence between
output tuples and some of its paths. Using this correspondence, we can then revert to Yen’s
algorithm for enumerating simple paths in graphs. J
8 Concluding Remarks
We embarked on a study that incorporates annotations or weights in information extraction
and propose K-annotators as a candidate formalism to study this problem. The K-annotators
can be instantiated with weighted vset-automata, thereby obtaining regular K-annotators,
which are powerful enough to capture the extension of the traditional spanner framework with
parametric factors. Furthermore, the regular K-annotators have favorable closure properties,
such as closure under union, projection, natural join, and string selection using regular
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relations. The first complexity results on evaluation problems are encouraging: answer
testing is tractable and, depending on the semiring, problems such as the threshold problem,
the max tuple problem, and enumeration of answers are tractable too.
We note that the addition of weights to vset-automata also introduces new challenges.
For instance, some typical questions that we study in database theory are not yet fully
understood for weighted automata, which are the basis of weighted vset-automata. Examples
are equivalence and emptiness. Concerning equivalence, one can show that equivalence is
undecidable for weighted vset-automata over the tropical semiring, using techniques from
Krob [23] or Almagor et al. [1]. In general, however, it is not completely clear for which
semirings equivalence is decidable or not.
The emptiness problem that is usually studied in the weighted automata literature does
not ask if there exists a document d such that the automaton returns at least one tuple
with nonzero weight on d, but is additionally given a threshold (as in our Threshold
problem) and asks if the automaton returns a tuple with at least the threshold weight (which
requires an order on the semiring). It is not yet clear how much this threshold influences the
complexity of the problem.
An additional challenge is that determinization of weighted automata is a complex matter
and not always possible. It is well-known to be possible for the Boolean semiring but, for
the tropical semiring, i.e., (R ∪ {−∞},max,+,−∞, 0), deterministic weighted automata
are strictly less expressive than unambiguous weighted automata, which are strictly less
expressive than general weighted automata, cf. Klimann et al. [22].
A possible direction for further exploration could be the study of annotators which use
regular cost functions (cf. Colcombet [6]) instead of weighted automata. Since regular cost
functions are restructed to the domain of the natural numbers, this would probably be most
interesting in the case where the semiring domain is (a subset of) the natural numbers.
Indeed, in this case, it is known that regular cost functions are strictly more expressive than
weighted automata over the tropical semiring (cf. Colcombet et al. [7]) and therefore could
provide a useful tool to annotate document spanners. On the other hand, it is not yet clear
to us how to associate regular cost functions in a natural way to annotated relations, which
require semirings.
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